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From the Wayback Machine (WB) for http://acad.uwsuper.From the Wayback Machine (WB) for http://acad.uwsuper.
edu/prometh/ |June. 6, 2001edu/prometh/ |June. 6, 2001

The earliest example of the Promethean publishing directly online is the website The earliest example of the Promethean publishing directly online is the website 
front page as it was snapshotted by the Wayback Machine in 2001 but the site had front page as it was snapshotted by the Wayback Machine in 2001 but the site had 

existed since 1999.existed since 1999.

Archivist’s Note: Archivist’s Note:   Once upon a time in the early 2000s the Promethean proudly proclaimed their web address to be “prometh.” This humorous mis-Once upon a time in the early 2000s the Promethean proudly proclaimed their web address to be “prometh.” This humorous mis-
fortune would be parodied in future April Fool’s editions of the paper.fortune would be parodied in future April Fool’s editions of the paper.

uws-promethean.com — February 23, 2022

From the WB for http://acad.uwsuper.From the WB for http://acad.uwsuper.
edu/prometh/story/ent/ent4.htm | June edu/prometh/story/ent/ent4.htm | June 

19, 200119, 2001
There are limits to what is remembered, the There are limits to what is remembered, the 
Internet Archive tries to avoid storing a lot Internet Archive tries to avoid storing a lot 

of “extraneous” parts of websites particularly of “extraneous” parts of websites particularly 
pictures which can lead to the broken picture pictures which can lead to the broken picture 

links and stark formatting seen here that could links and stark formatting seen here that could 
be either how the site was designed or how it be either how the site was designed or how it 

looks after having been stripped of extra formatting.looks after having been stripped of extra formatting.

Archives Note:Archives Note:  When a new When a new 
century dawns in 78 years century dawns in 78 years 
people curious about the people curious about the 
past may be surprised to find past may be surprised to find 
what isn’t recorded. The 20th what isn’t recorded. The 20th 
century was recorded on eas-century was recorded on eas-
ily destroyed and lost paper, ily destroyed and lost paper, 
physical photos, and film. Yet physical photos, and film. Yet 
for their shortcomings there is for their shortcomings there is 
always a chance that even the always a chance that even the 
most insignificant ephemera most insignificant ephemera 
can survive in a forgotten en-can survive in a forgotten en-
vironmentally stable corner. vironmentally stable corner. 

Things that exist on hard Things that exist on hard 
drives or the internet are drives or the internet are 
another story. If purposeful another story. If purposeful 
preservation isn’t attempted preservation isn’t attempted 
total and final destruction total and final destruction 
is guaranteed as electronic is guaranteed as electronic 
storage devices take mere storage devices take mere 
years to decay and must then years to decay and must then 
have their files transferred to have their files transferred to 
new drives lest they become new drives lest they become 
corrupted. The expense and corrupted. The expense and 
expertise is beyond what many expertise is beyond what many 
of our current spaces dedicat-of our current spaces dedicat-
ed to preservation can handle. ed to preservation can handle. 

In contrast I’ve firsthand In contrast I’ve firsthand 
seen a century old newspaper seen a century old newspaper 

used as improvised insulation used as improvised insulation 
pulled from a wall in poor but pulled from a wall in poor but 
legible condition. legible condition. 

This thought occurred to me This thought occurred to me 
as I tried to find a Stinger pro-as I tried to find a Stinger pro-
duction uploaded to YouTube duction uploaded to YouTube 
from circa 2009-11 called the from circa 2009-11 called the 
StingerCast. Sometime in 2020 StingerCast. Sometime in 2020 
a quest to find those YouTube a quest to find those YouTube 
uploads was able to access the uploads was able to access the 
old Stinger YouTube account old Stinger YouTube account 
but now in 2022 both the but now in 2022 both the 
account and videos have van-account and videos have van-
ished presumably consumed ished presumably consumed 
due to a combination of low due to a combination of low 
views and copyright strikes views and copyright strikes 
against music on the videos. against music on the videos. 

While the videos in question While the videos in question 
were by no means that inter-were by no means that inter-
esting, they are simply gone. esting, they are simply gone. 
To preserve some of the elec-To preserve some of the elec-
tronic files that will no doubt tronic files that will no doubt 
become digital dust I went become digital dust I went 
poking about the Promethean’s poking about the Promethean’s 
electronic files and Internet electronic files and Internet 
Archive’s Wayback Machine to Archive’s Wayback Machine to 
give them a form that might be give them a form that might be 
remembered in 2100. remembered in 2100. 

From the Promethean| Nov. 13, 2002From the Promethean| Nov. 13, 2002
Herb Bergson had the unique notoriety of Herb Bergson had the unique notoriety of 
being the only person to ever be mayor of being the only person to ever be mayor of 
cities in two different states. Those cities cities in two different states. Those cities 
were Superior and Duluth, a reflection of were Superior and Duluth, a reflection of 

the unique nature of the Twin Ports and of the unique nature of the Twin Ports and of 
Bergson himself. Here he can be seen (right) Bergson himself. Here he can be seen (right) 

weighing in on KUWS’s election night weighing in on KUWS’s election night 
coverage. A well know local figure he passed coverage. A well know local figure he passed 

away February 10, 2022.away February 10, 2022.

From the WB for http://www2.From the WB for http://www2.
uwsuper.edu/prometh/11_13/11_13.htmuwsuper.edu/prometh/11_13/11_13.htm

Dec. 20, 2002Dec. 20, 2002
As the early 2000s progressed there was more As the early 2000s progressed there was more 
apparent tinkering with the website as a blog apparent tinkering with the website as a blog 
style home site was replaced with E-editions style home site was replaced with E-editions 
that each were their own bespoke subsites.that each were their own bespoke subsites.

From the WB for http://www2.uwsuper.edu/prometh/index.htm 
From the WB for http://www2.uwsuper.edu/prometh/index.htm 

Oct. 18, 2004 Oct. 18, 2004 

A curiosity of time the “Superman” style Promethean logo seems to have been only 

A curiosity of time the “Superman” style Promethean logo seems to have been only 

featured online a product of web design while the paper continued to feature the 

featured online a product of web design while the paper continued to feature the 

torch of knowledge upheld by a tiny hand. In this era the website functioned like 

torch of knowledge upheld by a tiny hand. In this era the website functioned like 

a Wikipedia article’s subsections as each category was a page with all the articles 

a Wikipedia article’s subsections as each category was a page with all the articles 

under it displayed alongside hyperlinks to article subheadings.
under it displayed alongside hyperlinks to article subheadings.

The Landing Page of https://sites.The Landing Page of https://sites.
google.com/site/uwsstinger/homegoogle.com/site/uwsstinger/home

Present DayPresent Day
A forgotten curiosity, in the transition A forgotten curiosity, in the transition 

from Promethean to Stinger the old from Promethean to Stinger the old 
Promethean website was abandoned Promethean website was abandoned 
and the Stinger would not operate a and the Stinger would not operate a 

website for several years except for its website for several years except for its 
first. Surprisingly the site still works.first. Surprisingly the site still works.

From the WB for http://www2.uwsuper.From the WB for http://www2.uwsuper.
edu/prometh/index.htm | Jan. 2, 2006edu/prometh/index.htm | Jan. 2, 2006

Apparently the “Superman” logo was only kept Apparently the “Superman” logo was only kept 
up for a couple years before it was decided up for a couple years before it was decided 

to create a header that emulated the physical to create a header that emulated the physical 
paper was a better choice. It is worth noting paper was a better choice. It is worth noting 
that a casual scan of the website in the 2000s that a casual scan of the website in the 2000s 
seems to point to no pieces being exclusively seems to point to no pieces being exclusively 

produced for the website. This wouldn’t happen produced for the website. This wouldn’t happen 
until 2009.until 2009.

“Web” edition

From the WB for http://www.uw-From the WB for http://www.uw-
stinger.com/ |Nov. 8, 2012stinger.com/ |Nov. 8, 2012

When the Stinger transitioned back from When the Stinger transitioned back from 
being a magazine to a traditional newspa-being a magazine to a traditional newspa-
per style of printing many habits like some per style of printing many habits like some 
content being online only was maintained  content being online only was maintained  

in the new era. The domain uw-stinger.in the new era. The domain uw-stinger.
com still exists but is now occupied by a com still exists but is now occupied by a 

“click-bait” style website. “click-bait” style website. 

Promethean File PhotoPromethean File Photo
Apr. 15, 2014Apr. 15, 2014

Since newspapers aren’t often at the center of Since newspapers aren’t often at the center of 
their coverage pictures of the newsroom are their coverage pictures of the newsroom are 
sporadic throughout the years. This picture sporadic throughout the years. This picture 
is of the Promethean and in turn Stinger’s is of the Promethean and in turn Stinger’s 

previous office in YU 157 today the student previous office in YU 157 today the student 
organization resource center.organization resource center.

From the WB From the WB 
for http://www.for http://www.

uwstinger.uwstinger.
com/?page_id=4 com/?page_id=4 

June 3, 2013June 3, 2013
Photo of the day is Photo of the day is 
a tradition that has a tradition that has 
come and gone at come and gone at 

the paper through-the paper through-
out the decades. out the decades. 

These thumbnails These thumbnails 
are all the remains are all the remains 
from the examples from the examples 

in 2013.in 2013.


